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Imagine that you get such certain remarkable encounter and also expertise by only reading a book Is Your
Move Safe? By Dan Heisman. How can? It seems to be better when a book can be the most effective point
to uncover. Books now will show up in printed and also soft documents collection. Among them is this book
Is Your Move Safe? By Dan Heisman It is so normal with the published books. Nevertheless, numerous
folks occasionally have no area to bring the e-book for them; this is why they can't read the publication any
place they want.

About the Author

Dan Heisman has been a full-time chess instructor since 1996. His “Novice Nook” column at Chess Café has
received numerous annual awards for Best Instruction from the Chess Journalists of America. His video
series, “Improve Your Chess,” appears weekly on the Internet Chess Club, where previously he also hosted
the radio show, “Ask the Renaissance Man.”. The 1973 Philadelphia Invitational Champion, Dan played on
Penn State's winning team at the 1972 U.S. Amateur Team Championship. This is Dan's twelfth chess book.
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Invest your time also for only few minutes to read a publication Is Your Move Safe? By Dan Heisman
Reviewing a publication will never reduce and also waste your time to be pointless. Reviewing, for some
individuals become a requirement that is to do on a daily basis such as spending quality time for consuming.
Now, exactly what concerning you? Do you like to review a book? Now, we will show you a new book
entitled Is Your Move Safe? By Dan Heisman that can be a brand-new means to check out the
understanding. When reviewing this publication, you can get one point to constantly remember in every
reading time, even detailed.

Positions currently this Is Your Move Safe? By Dan Heisman as one of your book collection! However, it is
not in your cabinet compilations. Why? This is the book Is Your Move Safe? By Dan Heisman that is
supplied in soft data. You could download the soft data of this spectacular book Is Your Move Safe? By Dan
Heisman now and also in the link provided. Yeah, various with the other people who seek book Is Your
Move Safe? By Dan Heisman outside, you can obtain much easier to position this book. When some
individuals still stroll right into the store and search guide Is Your Move Safe? By Dan Heisman, you are
below only stay on your seat and also obtain guide Is Your Move Safe? By Dan Heisman.

While the other individuals in the shop, they are not exactly sure to locate this Is Your Move Safe? By Dan
Heisman directly. It might need even more times to go establishment by establishment. This is why we
expect you this site. We will offer the best means and reference to get the book Is Your Move Safe? By Dan
Heisman Also this is soft data book, it will be ease to carry Is Your Move Safe? By Dan Heisman any place
or save in your home. The difference is that you might not require relocate the book Is Your Move Safe? By
Dan Heisman place to area. You could need only duplicate to the other tools.
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Safety first! Success in chess begins with asking yourself the basic question, “Is the move that I'm
considering a safe one?”

The question may sound simple, but answering it is not so simple. National Master and award-winning chess
instructor Dan Heisman has carefully selected more than 150 theoretical and tournament positions to show
how a move may look safe but isn't, or how it can appear risky and still be the safest option on the board.

Traditional tactics books tell you that your opponent's position is not safe, suggesting that as the player to
move in the puzzle you can win material or deliver checkmate. Is Your Move Safe? concentrates instead on
helping you to make sure that your opponent won't have any such tactics to find! Ranging from fairly easy to
very difficult, the multiple-choice puzzles in this book will challenge most players from low intermediate to
strong master. The answers are not all clear-cut – many of them are extensively analyzed and will have you
digging deeply into the position.

If you want a practical book to improve your ability to choose your moves, Is Your Move Safe? is just what
you've been looking for!
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About the Author

Dan Heisman has been a full-time chess instructor since 1996. His “Novice Nook” column at Chess Café has
received numerous annual awards for Best Instruction from the Chess Journalists of America. His video
series, “Improve Your Chess,” appears weekly on the Internet Chess Club, where previously he also hosted
the radio show, “Ask the Renaissance Man.”. The 1973 Philadelphia Invitational Champion, Dan played on
Penn State's winning team at the 1972 U.S. Amateur Team Championship. This is Dan's twelfth chess book.

Most helpful customer reviews

10 of 10 people found the following review helpful.
Dan H answers about the intended audience for "Is Your Move Safe?"
By Dan Heisman
They made me give a star number in order to reply, so I had to give 5 :). But to answer Robert's question as



to the intended reader, like my puzzle book "Looking for Trouble", this one also has a wide range of
difficulties from almost beginner up to safety issues missed by Grandmasters in actual play. So although
Chapter 1 is relatively basic and aimed more at Under-1700, there are many quite difficult problems in the
book (as noted, missed by GMs in their games), so the intended audience is rather wide, say 1100-2300
USCF/FIDE. It certainly should hit home on the key mid-range of players in the 1300-1800 group who
occasionally (or always) play "Hope Chess" and just make a move without determining if the opponent has a
reply which would show their move is unsafe. So if you, more than once in a blue moon, think "Uh-Oh!, I
didn't see that. What do I do now...?" then this book is certainly for you :)

9 of 13 people found the following review helpful.
Really makes one think about the possible candidate moves and which is best.
By Stephen M. Oconnor
Just an outstanding book. It takes recognizing tactics to a new level! Really makes one think about the
possible candidate moves and which is best.

0 of 4 people found the following review helpful.
self-defense
By muni1495
serious discussion of an essential opic..

See all 5 customer reviews...
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Currently, reading this spectacular Is Your Move Safe? By Dan Heisman will be much easier unless you
obtain download and install the soft data below. Just here! By clicking the link to download and install Is
Your Move Safe? By Dan Heisman, you could start to obtain guide for your own. Be the initial proprietor of
this soft file book Is Your Move Safe? By Dan Heisman Make difference for the others and get the first to
advance for Is Your Move Safe? By Dan Heisman Here and now!
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